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Selection of a
parcel brings an
information box.

Below shows what happens when you shift
click on eight different parcels. You have to
click on “selected” on the bottom row to see
just the selected.

Selection options allows
you to adjust the sensitivity
of the selector.

From this screen I
could choose “selected
from the bottom of the
menu. Which would
bring just those 8
selections. Then I
could right click on
SALE_PRICE and
choose ascending or
descending. The
results are shown
below.

You can then shift drag the SALE_PRICE column next to the addresss column.

On the right is the find feature
(symbolized by binoculars on the
toolbar). I did not like it because I found
out that it required the exact syntax to
look up a address. For example when you
add a period behind the abbreviation
street, it could not find the address (it
could only find it without the period). I
know a MySql database is capable of
being much more robust than that!

Above these thicker blue borders means they are selections from the Attributes Table.

On the right it is shown that you can use
layer properties and display to change the
color of the border to thin blue and create
hyperlinks from them. This is accessed
through the lighting bolt on the tool bar.
Once you have hyperlinks you can link
them to photographs (on your web server)
that will pop up in a web browser.

After getting my results from the
search for 831 Washington St . I
am able to right click the address
and get more information (as
shown in the pic on the right).
The book stated the selection
should blink. I was unable to
notice any blinking on my small
laptop.
The book also stated right
clicking identify features would
bring a contextual box with info.
This is correctly identified as
“identify” NOT “identify
features”.

8B

You can get to “Select by Attributes” by clicking on
Selection in the menu bar. The box on the left pops up.
You can then choose STATUS then “Get Unique
Values” Now you know there are only two possibilities.
So double click STATUS which will appear in the
formula box, then the equal sign (=), then double click
the 'Y' and it will be appended behind the equal sign.

You can now see from the above that compound selections
are possible. The map shows a section of 3 bedroom house
under $175,000 that are for sale. Note: this search can be
saved.
8C

On the left is the criteria for a report.
On the results shows a print preview of
that report. Note: I am using a laptop so
everything gets scrutched.

Since my laptop does not have a printer configured (or even
hooked up) I am not able to get to the next dialogue, but I am
familiar with printer configurations and am sure I know how to
adjust the printing perimeters of the report.
In the report properties dialogue box I clicked on SALE_PRICE on chose Ascending
from the drop down list.
On the left is how
to change the
perimeters of the
page setup. You
can barely see the
3 little ellipses
which will bring
the font box up
were you can
change size, color,
etc.
On the upper right report properties this show the elements to the whole report not just the title.
Due to my laptop
From here you can open the familiar font dialogue box an make any adjustment necessary.
constraints I am not
able to print the final
report, and not even
this print preview
does it justice.

